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KENNEDY TO INVOKE TAFT-HARTLEY LAW
Moscow Thinks
US Is Bluffing
On Berlin Issue
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By K. C. THALER
United Press International
GENEVA Mat — Three top Communist envoys made it clear today
that Moscow believes the United
States is bluffing on Berlin.
At the same time, one of the
diplomats suggested that the Kremlin might go easier on its Berlin
demands in return for a Western
pledge to withhold nuclear arms
tom West Germany and come to

Car Burns On
Highway Early
This Morning

a settlement of the frontiers of
eastern Europe.
This picture came out of talks
with a leading Russian, a Red
Chinese and a European satellite
diplomat who are attending international conference in Geneva.
They gave the impression that
the Kremlin considers the West
divided on Berlin and the United
States itself uncertain about its future policy and strategy.
The diplomats gave their views
in private talks during a reception attended by ambassadors and
delegation chiefs from Western
and Communist nations.
By implication, these Communist diplomats indicated that President Kennedy had failed to convince Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchey at their meeting in
Vienna June 3 and 4 that the
United States is determined to
stand fast on Berlin.
One of the diplomats put the
Red view bluntly in these terms:
"We know fully well that the
West is divided on its Berlin policy. There are considerable strains
and stresses among the Western
powers and even within the U. S.
administration itself.
"We expect these stresses to become even more evident and the
Western line to crystallize before
long."
He meant the crystallization of
weakness rather than strength.
All said they did not believe in
a showdown on Berlin because it
could lead to a clash of conventional arms which in turn almost
certainly would trigger a full-scale
nuclear war.
-This is out of the question,
therefore there must be a settlement and it cannot be put off,"
one of the diplomats said.

A car driven by Mrs. Dyer Ridgeway of Paris. Tennessee burned
this morning on U. S. 641 South
at Midway. Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield said that Mrs. Ridgeway told
him that the fire started burning
near the left rear tire and burned
up into the upholstry before she
discovered it.
Aa Mrs Ridgeway and two ether
Mdies Mrs. Ben Jobe and Miss Lamar Roberts. all of Paris. were on
their way to Murray State College
where they are taking some courses, when the incident occurred.
The car. a 1958 Plymouth four
door sedan was a total loss. There
was no insurance_
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the scene and prevented flames from spreading A
tghway department crew cleaned
tai the highway of debris following
the fire.
The incident occurred at 9.00
o'clock this morning It was thought that perhaps a brake drum got
hot and started the blaze.
Mrs. Jobe and Miss Roberts continued on to the college following the fire and Mrs. Ridgeway returned to Paris with her husband
Rev. Charles Ward of Humbolt,
who was called to the scene.
Tennessee has been appointed
'11
the pastorate of the Hazel and
Mason Chapel Methodist Churches.
He will preach each Sunday morning at both churches with alternating services at 10 and 11
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, County o'clock.
The young minister is a native
Health Officer will .hold a preschool clinic Tfiirsday, June 29 of Humbolt. he served the Treat 9:30 a. m. to 11.00 a. m. for zevant. Tennessee Met hod iSt
children who will be entering the Church while he and Mrs. Ward
first grade at Lynn Grove Ele attended Bethel College. They
graduated in 1957.
'ilkntary School.
Following his work in TrezeParents are requested to bring
their children in for physical ex- vane Rev. Ward was on the minaminations at this time at the isterial staff of the First Methodist Church in Dallas. Texas; asHealth Center
sociate minister to the Cockrell
Hill Church in Dallas; chaplain to
a Dallas hospital; and worked with
the Schoolfield Methodiet Church
in Memphis. He received his B.D.
degree fro* Southern Methodist
University.
thelled Prole Isoleireseekessal
Mrs. Ward is formerly from McKenzie, Tennessee. The couple
LOCAL WEATHER
has two children, Debra Lynn
and David Layne.
High Today
82
Low Last Night
59
Temperature at 7:00 a.m.
70
Relative Humidity
81%
Pcecipitation
0
Tuesday's Forecast
By Uniied Press International
Tuesday will be partly cloudy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. inell — The f
and warmer with a high of 85 advance weather forecast for Kenalle: a low 60. Barometeric pres- tucky for the five-day period,
sure will be steady.
Tuesday through Saturday.
Temperatures will average near
Western Kentucky — Partly or slightly below seasonal normal.
cloudy and a little warmer today
Kentucky mean 76.
through Tuesday. High today 80
Louisville normal extremes 88
to 85. Low tonight 60 to 65.
and 66.
Continued
mild
through
Temperatures at 5 a m CDT: Wednesday, then turning cool
Louisville 58, Paducah 65, Lexing- Thursday.
ton 61, Bowling Green 63, London
Rainfall will average around one
52 Covington 58 and Hopkinsville Inch with locally heavier amounts
6.
occurring as showers and scatterEvansville, Ind., 58.
ed thunderstorms Wednesday and
Huntington, W. Va., 55.
Thursday.

Rev. Charles Ward
Pastor Of Hazel,
Mason Chapel
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Lynn Grove Clinic
Planned Thursday

Weathol
Report

Five-Day Forecast

OP

May Bond Sales Are
Hodge Paces
Contract For Bill
Murrayans Are $21,162
In County
Pirates To Victory
New Lodge To
Named To New
Be Let Tuesday
State Council
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Two
Calloway County leaders have
been invited to become members
of the new Kentucky Development Council, Lieutenant Governor Wilson W. Wyatt announced
today.
They are: Honorable Holmes
Ellis, Mayor, Murray, and Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, President Murray State College, Murray.
Thus far, Wyatt said, more than
350 leaders from all parts of Kentucky have accepted membership
on the Council. Wyatt issued the
invitations at the request of the
21-man Economic Development
Commission, of which he is chairman.
First meeting of the Council
is set for June 29 and 30 at Franklin County High School here. A
full informational program covering all aspects of Kentucky's expanded economic development effort has been arranged.
In his letters of invitation Wyat
said:
"It is the belief of the Commission that a significant representation of Kentucky's leading
citizens from the various parts of
Kentucky will be of gfeat assistance in helping the Commission
to achieve its objectives for a
broadly based advance in employment opportunities in our state
through the development of both
our agriculture and our industry.
"The Council will constitute a
channel of communication through
which the Economic Development
Commission will, from time to
time, report progress being made
in the various programs affecting the economic development of
the Commonwealth. In addition,
members of the Council will be
asked to make suggestions to the
Commission for improvements,
both locally and statewide."
The Council meeting program
on the 29th will be devoted largely to progress being made by the
various divisions of the Department of Economic Development.
A general report will be given
by Economic Development Commissioner E. B. Kennedy. His division heads will give individual
reports.

Mrs. Rosa N.
Moore Dies
Mrs. Rosa N. Moore, age 75,
widow of the late William Dow
Moore, past away Saturday p.m.
Mrs. Moore was the daughter
of Sam and Sarah Jane Jones,
life long residents of Dexter and
Murray. She was a member of
the Dexter Methodist Church.
Survivors include, a son, E. J.
Moore, Sr., Birmingham. Alabama; a daughter, Miss Virginia
Moore of Murray, one grandson,
Dr E. J. Moore, Jr.. two great
grandchildren
of Birmingham,
and one sister, Mrs. Janie Langston of Murray.
Funeral services were held today at 2;00 p.m at the Max
Churchill Funeral Chapel. The
rites were conducted by Bro. Hoyt
Owen Burial was in the Brooks
Chapel Cemetery.
Pallbearers were; Dr. William
Pogue. William Terrell, R. L.
Cooper, Hewlett Cooper, Larry
puckett, and Jamelh Puckett.
The Max Church-ill Funeral
Home had charge of arrangements.

Calloway Capsule
The first county jail built in
Murray was a brick construction
that cost $2376.50. A poor farm
for Calloway County was built
in 1849. The one story building
was the double hewn log type. In
1871 a smaller farm about two
mils north of Murray was purchased and a new building erected.

During May the sale of Series
E. and H. Savings Bonds in Calloway County amounted to $21,162.
This raised the cumulative figure
for the first five months to $110,868. The County's goal is $222.650.
In Kentucky, sales for May totalled $4,321,687, raising the cuulative figure to $24,861,474
against the annual goal of $58,600,000.
The Governor of Kentucky,
Honorable Bert T. Combs, in an
official Proclamation, designated
1961
as COMMUNITY
June
MONTH as a salute to all Civic
and Service Groups that have so
ably assisted the Bond Program
during the past 20 years.

By WALTER BLACKBURN, JR.
Billy Hodge, 15-year-old pitcher
-outfielder led the Prep League
Pirates to a 12-11 victory over the
Giants. Hodge smashed three singles and received credit for the
FRANKFORT, Ky. ILTPI) — The victory as a pitcher. Hodge, also
stake Parks Department is expect- got the clutch single in the last
ed to award the contract Tuesday inning that decided the ball game.
for the new lodge at Kentucky Dam Jimmy Adams, Kicky Ryan, and
Village State Park near Gilberts- Richard Hurt collected two singles
each and Ronnie Edwards and
v ille
The low bidder on the project Buddy Spann smacked extra base
was Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction blows for the Pirates.
As usual. the Giants were led at
Co. of Owensboro with a bid of
the plate by Billy Rayburn and
$5118.322.
The proposed new lodge, which Jimmy Kerlick. Both boys drilled
will overlook Kentucky Lake from two singles. Mike Thurmond and
Picnic point near the west end of Steve Grogan were the only other
Kentucky Dam, was designed by Giants to rap out a base hit.
In the first contest the Braves
Arnold Judd of the architectural
firm of Sweet and Judd, Louisville. sneaked by the Tigers 4-1. Ronnie
The U-shaped building will con- Roberts was the winning Brave's
tain 56 rooms, a large lobby and hurler. Roberts struck out twelve
a dining room that will seat more batters and allowed only five harmMiss Katie Bailey and Miss Meless singles. Larry Watson. Robthan 40 guests for banquets.
lissa Henry returned to Murray.
The Hartz-Kirkpatrick bid on the crts' cousin, backed him with two
June 23 after attending a 10 day pew lodge
was nearly $50,000 low- hits. Roberts ;and Johnny WeatherAquatic School at Camp Limber- er
than the architect's estimate ly contributed a double each.
lost, Purdue University. LaGrange, of
Mitch Gibbs led the Tiger asthe cost of the project.
Indiana.
The new lodge at Kentucky Dam sault with two singles_ Gaylon
Camp Limberlost is located 6 Village is
being financed through Shaw. James Wilson, and Brownie
lies south of LaGrange. in the the $10
million bond issue for 'Jones drilled singles.
med and picturesque Jean Strat- parks
Harry Weatherly of the Tigers
development that was voted
n Porter Country. where an at the last general
turned in the finest fielding play
election.
American Red Cross Aquatic school
of the night in the second inning
is held each year. Courses in
as he made a diving catch on Kim
Swimming, Life Saving, Boatine
Wallis' long hit to right-center
First Aid and many other things
field.
trained
specially
by
are offered
RHE
and well qualified instructors.
Tigers
000 0 0 1 1 5 1
Chapter,
County
The Calloway
.. 2 1 0 0 1 x 4 4 0
Little League play last week Braves
American Red Cross sends one or
Shaw, Gibbs 45i and J. W. Adsaw
the
Cubs
trim
the
A's
school
11-2
more candidates to this
ams; R. Roberts and Shoemaker.
each year and they in return, teach on II hits Thursday night while
RHE
ttae
Cards
shutout
the
Yanks 6-0.
swimming. life, saving and first
Pirates
.271
1 0 1 12 12 3
Hargrove
homered for the Cubs
aid classes for the local chapter.
Giants
6 3 1 1 00 11 6 3
Misses Bailey and Henry receiv- and Stranak struck out 13 for the
Hurt. Hodge t2i and Nutter; Groed Instructor Authorization in both Cards and also hit a double. Dunn gan, Rayburn (21 and Thurmond.
water safety and first aid as well had a double for the Yanks.
Friday night the Nets stopped
as training in canoeing and boatthe Yanks 11-6. Both Eddie Young
ing.
They have been employed by the of the Nats and Cunningham of
Girl Scout Organization and left the Yanks drilled two baggers. The
Saturday for Bear Creek Camp to Reds fell to the Cards 9-0. Stranak
assume their duties as Assistant had two home runs.
Leading Hitters
Water Front Directors.
West, Cubs
522
Advance notices have been
Cunningham. Yanks
500 mailed
to prospective bidders for
Stranak, Cubs
484 the
construction of a water supHargrove, Cubs
476 ply system
at Barkley Dam ProE. Young, Nats
455 ject,
it was announced today by
440 Colonel
Mrs. Kirk A. Pool attended the Buchanan, Cubs
Vincent P. Carlson, Distregular meeting of the ,Business Moody, Nats
.367 rict Engineer
'• of the Nashville
Fitts, CardS
and Professional Women's
.357 District, Corps of
Engineers, U.S.
348 Army.
in Mayfield on Monday and . in- Key, A's
stalled their newly elected offic- Sammons, A's
.346
The principal features of the
ers. Mrs. Pool is Director of Distproposed contaact consist of the
rict One in the State Federation.
furnishing and erection of a 20,Mrs. Marian W. Berry. a visitor
000 gallon elevated water tank;
from Fort Myers, Florida, accominstallation of 1,500 linear feet of
panied her.
6-inch water line and 400 linear
The National Convention is to
feet of 2-inch water line; and
be held in Chicago the latter part
City police re
ted that four construction of wood settling basof July, when Miss Katherine persons were ar ted over the in and
frame filter building with
Peden of Hopkinsville, will be in- weekend for pub ic drunkeness. associated
equipment for water
stalled as President of the Nation- No other arrests were made police purification. Bids will be
opened
al Federation of Business and pro- said.
on or about 19 July 1961. The
fessional Women's Clubs. Mrs.
County police also reported lit- successful bidder will be required
Pool plans to attend this meeting tle activity over the weekend,
to complete the entire work withas a delegate from the Murray with one person arrested for in
100 calendar days after receipt
Club.
drunkeness.
of notice to proceed.

Return From Aquatic
School And Will
Work At Bear Creek

Cubs Win, Cards
Shutout The Yanks

Bids To Be Taken On
Water Supply System
For Barkley Project

Mayfield Officers Of
B&PW Club Installed

Little Activity Is
Reported By Police

By a RYA Special Reporting Team
BUFFALO, N.Y. (1111) — "A little kid like that," a cab driver
said as he drove by a lake where
lovers used to go canoeing. "It
isn't right."
"Andy was a friendly little boy,"
a woman said as she stared across
the street at a park where in
the daytime children laugh.
"Whenever he saw me, he used
to say. "Hi-ya, hi-ya."
"I figured when I got out of
college, everything would be fine,"
said 26-year-old Francis C. Ashley, as he stood outside his home
thinking of his 3-year-old son,
Andy, whose bound and gagged
body was found Sunday floating

in the park's lake. "And then this
had to happen."
These are the voices of Buffalo,
N.Y., today, a city horrified by
three child kidnapings since April
—two of them last week and all
of them within a few blocks. A
city frightened that the "woman
maniac" who killed one of the
three children she lured away is
even now watching another child.
A city anxiously waiting for its
police to solve what they admit
is "a most difficult crime."
Found In Lake
Andrew Andy Ashley, three
and a half years old, blond, blueeyed and friendly, was found
floating in the lake Sunday afternoon, about 48 hours after he had
disappeared from his home a mile
away. His hands and feet were
bound with a woman's nylon
stockings, and he was clad only
in underpants and a T-shirt. A
towel was tied around his neck,
but not tightly enough to strangle
him. He had not been sexually
molested. His death was caused
by drowning.
Police today worked to complete
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Healy of the Harvard Business
School,
United Press International
Noise Union Offer
WASHINGTON (UPI — President
Kennedy, in a statement accomKennedy invoked the Taft Hartley panying his executive order, took
Law today in the national maritime note of the offer of striking maristrike.
time unions to lift their p.cket
By executive order, the Presi- lines for critically needed food and
dent found that the current ship- fuel shipments.
ping strike threatens to "imperil
-These suggestions appear. on
the national health and safety." first impression, more tactical than
He set up a special board of in- substantial," Kennedy said.
He requested the board of inquiry to investigate the dispute
and report back to him no later quiry, however, to consider the
union sugestions in drafting its
than June 30.
After receiving the board report, report.
The President expressed concern
the President then can turn the
case over to Atty. Gen. Robert F. over the effect of the strike at
Kennedy who could petition a fed- every Atlantic, Pacific and Guf
eral district court for an injunc- port.
tion halting the 11-day strike and
"There have already been serisending 75.000 striking seamen ous interruptions in the movement
hack to work for 80 days.
of food, oil and other essential comPresident Charles Crooks of the modities," the President said. "The
Masters. Mates and Pilots, one of supply life lines to the state of
the five striking unions, said in Hawaii and to Puerto Rico have
New York that the unions would been cut. There have been delays
contest the petition for an injunc- in the shipments of military cartion and appeal it if it is issued. goes.
He said the appeal would be taken
Reach Critical Stage
to the Supreme Court, if neces"The law provides for establishsary.
ment of a board of inquiry when"The President will have diffi- ever, in the opinion of the Presiculty establishing that this strike dent, a strike affecting a substanis a danger to the national health tial part of an industry will, if
and safety. since the struck ships permitted to continue, imperils the
were carrying less than 10 per national health and safety. It is
cent of the nation's foreign trade my opinion that we have reached
and military cargo was being clear- this stage in this dispute."
ed." he said. "Invocation of the
The President also pointed out
Taft-Hartley Law is a help to the that eventually the dispute must
shipowners--they were just wait- be settled by collective bargaining
ing for government interference." and he urged the disputant parties
The President soupled his se-- to continue tanigaining tor a setlion with a statement saying the tlement even while the Taft-Hartmaritime ch;pute underlines the ley Law is in action.
need for more flexible procedures
Shortly before Kennedy acted.
under the Taft-Hartley Law.
Joseph E. Curran, president of the
"This dispute presents new evi- National M a rit ime Union, said
dence dispute imperative need for that use of the Taft-Hartley Act
modifications in the present law." might lead to a worse walkout
Kennedy said. "I propose to make after the end of the 80-day cooling
suggestions to the Congress along off period.
these lines very shortl)."
Curran, attending an AFL-CIO
It was the first time since tak- meeting at Unity House, Pa., said
ing office that Kennedy invoked any government back - to- w or k
the Taft-Hartley Law, which he order would "heat up and not cool
soled against as a congressman
off the situation."
He acted today on the basis of
"Sailors don't like to be pushed
reports from government agencies around," he bald. "We might hit'
over the weekend that the strike
them (the ship owners) twice as
was having a substantial impact
hard after the 80 days are over."
on the U. S. economy'
Unions Wire Kennedy
Hits Three Coasts
The three unions wired Kennedy
The reports were collected by
urging him to appoint an impartial
Labor Secretary Arthur J. Goldboard to designate food and fuel
berg who conferred with Kennedy
cargoes "essential to maintain ..eaduring the morning on the shiptionalliealCh, safetirlina"SiscuTITy:"ping tie up which has hit the At"In cases where the board cerCoasts.
lantic, Pacific and Gulf
cargoes as essential, the untifies
offered
Three striking 11 ni am
lift picket lines and their
will
ions
Sunday to lift their picket lines
would sail the ships,"
Inembers
for critically needed food andred
They said military
promised.
they
shipments. This had been viewed
were going through deas an effort to head off Kennedy's shipments
use of his emergency Taft Hartley spite the strike.
By EDWARD COWAN

machinery.
Goldberg, whe conferred with
Kennedy after the President returned from a weekend at Middleburg, Va., said he expected the
board of inquiry to give Kennedy
a prompt report.
The board was expected to go
into immediate session in New
York.
The board consist.; of David L.
('ole. a veteran labor arbitrator
as chairman, and Judge Samuel
a composite drawing of Buffalo's I. Rosenman. special White House
murderous Pied Piper in skirts. counsel during the Roosevelt adThey had descriptions of her from ministration, and Prof. James J.
her two other victims—a boy and
a girl, both 5, who managed to
free themselves from their bonds
—and they had descriptions from
witnesses who saw a woman pulling a little boy along by the hand
in the park area.
Feur women said they had been
driving by the lake Saturday, and
had seen a woman carrying a little boy with no shoes toward the
water, at about the time Andy is
believed to have been thrown in to
die. One of ttlem said the boy's
feet were tied, and that she had
suddenly been afraid the woman
was going to throw him intq the
water.
Saw Boy Dragged
E1CHMANN TAROET—This Le
Another
witness, Edwin J.
Hans Globke, West Garman
Ehrne, who knew Andy, said he
secretary of state who, Adolf
had seen the boy being dragged
Eichmarin testified at his
reluctantly toward the entrance to
trial in Jerusalem. was inthe park zoo, about a block from
volved In the Nazi decision
and plan for confiscating
Andy's home, earlier that afterproperty of Jews. West Gernoon
man Chancellor K on rad
Police Inspector William H.
Adenauer defended Globke.
(Continued on Page 4)

Buffalo A City Of Fear As Third Child In
Two Months Is Found Dead, Bound And Gagged
EDITOR'S NOTE; When the
body of the third chrld kidnaped
in Buffalo in the past two months
was found floating in a park lake,
bound and gagged, upi mobilized
a special reporting team of Martin
Gleason, R. E. Egan, William J.
Monahan, Thomas O'Toole and
Bruce Agnew to cover a city in
fear. Their report follows.

Maritime Strike Imperils The
National Health And Safety

Marshall Bus
Stolen, Burned
And Stripped
A Marshall County school bus,
stolen recently from the Hardin
School grounds. has been found
burnod and .tripped of its engine and battery.
The bus was found on Thursday. June 15, on a lateral road
about a mile from Ky. 408 and
the WCBL radio station.
The vehicle was a 48-passenger 1954 Chevrolet.
John Hicks, principal of the
Hardin School, reported to County
Supt. Holland Rose that he noticed the bus missing on June 6 but
thought that the driver or someone else was using the vehicle.
When the bps was not returned, a search was started and
it was found on June 15.
Supt. Rose says there are no
clues to the theft and burning,
and would appreciate persons who
might have some clues to report to
him.
NOW YOU KNOW
nited

Internation•I

Messages transmitted by the human nervous system have been
shown experimentally to travel ,at
speeds up to approximately 250
miles per hour.
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by United Press International

National League
W L Pct. GB
Cincinnati ...
43 25 .632 —
Catered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as Los Angeles
41 29 .586 3
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
month 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elseshere, $5.50.
NIONLIAI — .1i NE at;, 1961

Ten Years Ago Today
Lodger & Time Fitt,
Duane tents, 13 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Lents of St. Louis, was stricken last week with some
form of polio while visiting here. Young Lents was visiting in the home of Mr. and Mrs. RaymondLewis.
litho Turner died Saturday of a heart attack at his
home in Hazel. Ile is survived by a daughler. MN. Alice
Jane Morris, and a son. Frank Turner, both of Hazel.
Alton'ilughes of Murray and Edward L. Hendon or
New Concord have been promoted by the Air Force to
the grade of Stall Sergeant. Bulb men are members of
the volunteer air retlOrVO training squadron in Paducah.
Mrs. E. B. "Je.e" Luriwiek imssed away S.iturday
evening at the home of her sister. Mrs. E. A. Tucker.
Mrs. Ludwiek was a charter member of the Colleige Presbyterian Church.
FILING SYSTEM
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TAUNTON. Mass. at — A secretary's record book of the Taunton Female Charitable Assaciation
TUESDAY was
found under some old music
books in the choir loft of the
Broadway Church. It covered the
.(ar, 1832 I) 1869.
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San Francisco .... 38 29 .567 4 17
Pittsburgh
33 30 .524 7'2
Milwaukee
30 32 .484 10
St. Louis
30 35 .462 11 ,i
Chicago
25 40 .385 16's
Philadelphia
21 41 .339 19
Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh 10 Philadelphia 4, 1st
Philadelphia 4 Pittsburgh 3. 2nd
San Francisco 6 St. Louis 4. 1st
St. Louis 3 San Francisco 1, 2nd
Cincinnati 3 Los Angeles 2
VARSITY: "Tornb,y ;ina the Chicago 5 Milwaukee 3
Champ," feature 90 mins., starts
Saturday's Results
at: 1:24, 3:21, 5:18, 7:15 and 9:12. Philadelphia 6 Pittsburgh 2
•
San Francisco 6 St. Louis 1
MURRAY DIVE -IN; -G71. Milwaukee 13 Chicago 4
Blues," feature 104 mins., starts Los Angeles 9 Cincinnati 7
Monday's Probable Pitchers
at 8:15 and 10:25.
San Francisco at Philadelphia night
—Sanford 34 vs. Oviens 0-0.
Milwaukee at St. Laois night —
Burdette 6-5 vs. Jackson 3-7.
(Only games scheduled)
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco at Philadelphia. ii.ght
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, night
Cincinnati at Chicago
Milwaukee at Cichago. night
American League
W L Pct. GB
Detroit
43 24 .652 —
New York
43 25 .632 l'i
Cleveland
41 30 .577 5
Boston
36 33- .522 9
Baltimore
36 34 .514 9'S
Chicago
36 34 .514 9'i
Kansas City
29 33 .433 15
Washington
30 40 .429 15's
a
Minnesota
26 43 .377 19
- ograw .
Los Angeles
25 46 .352 21
CANDY MOORE :;!ays the leadSunday's Results
ing role in "Tomboy and the Detroit 6 Cleveland 3, 1st
Champ." showing today and Cleveland 4 Detroit 3, 2nd
Tuesday at the cool Varsity, Chicago 7 Washington 3, 1st
in color. Guest stars are Rex Chicago 6 Washington 3, 2nd
Boston 7 Kansas City 4, 1st
Allen and Casey Tibbs.
Kansas 3 Boston 2, 2nd
New York 8 Minnesota 4
Baltimore 9 Los Angeles 8, 14 inns.
Saturday's Results
Los Angeles 4 Baltimore I
Detroit 5 Cleveland 4
Chicago 12 Washington 6
'New York 10 Minnesota 7
Kansas City 9 Boston 3
Monday's Probable Pitchers
NeW York at Los Angeles, night
—Ford 12-2 vs. McBr.de 6-5.
(Only games scheduled.)
Tuesday's Games
Washincton at Cleveland, ,n,:oit
Chicago at Detroit 2, twi-night
Boston at Minnesota, 2. twi-nieht
Balt.more at Kansas City, 2 twinight
New York at Los Angeles, night

M E TO
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'A.) CHOW!

free inspection. If they're
present, we know how to
la

-'op them in their tracks!

We

exterminate

pests

of all kinds at low cost.

KELLEY'S

— JUNE 2(1. 19611C

ks Come Early To Major Leagues In
Major League
Sunday's Action Which Included Both Record And Brawl
Standings
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HAPPY TWOSOME. E... Presley and Juliet Prowse. his romantic "target", in "GI. Blues."
the Hal Wallis Technicolor musical which marks the star's return to cinematic and c:vili.in
life. The Paramount relea- e
plays tonight and Tuesday at
the Murray Drive-In Tfica•re.

On June 511, 1954. a Navy blimp
broke the worlfs endurance recaCri
for aircarft remaining alfot without refueling for 209.2 hours.

On June 7th. 1921. the Secretary
of the Navy authorired the Brevet
Medal, the only decoration specifically for Mi-1-/)
nr•rminnel.

By FRED DOWNS
The major leagues staged an
early July 4 celebration Sunday
with a display of fireworks involving a home run record, a brawl
and a 380-foot force play whnth
recalled the most famous "goner"
in baseball history.
When the short tempers and
long homers had at last been all
recorded it was a day on which:
—Norm Cash hit three home
runs as the Detroit Tigers and
Cleveland Indians split a doubleheader to move within four of
Rudy Fork's 23-year-old big league
mark of 18 homers in one month.
—Volatile Jimmy Piersall touched off 3 near riot when he scuffled with pitcher Jim Bunning
during the Tigers' 6-3 first-game
victory and Vic Power narrowly
avoided a -Merkle boner' on the
play which enabled the Indians to
win the second game, 4-3.
—The Cincinnati Reds fought off
late-inning threats to beat the Los
Angeles Dodgers, 3-2, and go three
games in front in the National
League.
—The Chicago White Sox, whip
ped the Washington Senators. 7-3
and 6-3, to run their winning
streak to 10 games and give them
17 victories in their last 18 games.
—A record 16 pitchers saw action as the Baltimore Orioles
downed the Los Angeles Angels.
9-8. in a four-hour and 42-minute
14-inning marathon.
Knocks In Four
Cash drove in four runs with
his 22nd and 23rd homers of the
season to spark the Tigers in their
opener and his 24th of the season
in the nightcap gave him a total
,4 14 for the month.
Piersall prcipitated the brawl on
the field when Bunning hit him
on the shoulder with a pitch in
the fifth inning. Piecsall charged
to the mound and began to throw
punches as both benches emptied
and players swarmed onto the
P.ersall. Johnny Temple am:
Itob Hale all were ejected when
crder was restored.
Power avoided goat's hymns ot
monunmental proportions in th(
ninth inning of the second gamt,
which ended when Chuck Essegian hit 3 380-foot drive to right
field with the bases filled and one
out. Power, thinking the ball would
go over the fence for a homer,
neglected to run and was forced
out at second base when Al Kaline
relayed the carom off the fence
to second base. Ease),Lin lost creiit
for a hit but Mike de la Hoz run
counted becaase the forzeout if
power at second base Was only the
second of the inning.
It was the same type of play
by Fred Merkle which cost the
New York Giants the 1908 pennant and caused hon to be r.diculed for a half-century.
Uwe In First
Vada Pinson's double was the
key blow of a first inning n
which the Reds scored all thrta
of their runs. Joey Jey stYli 01,1

the Dodgers until the seventh
when Jim O'Toole and Jim Brosnan went to his rescue. Brosnan
preserved Jay's ninth win by striking out Daryl Spencer to end the
Dodger rally.

Billy Pierce pitched an eightbitter and struck out 10 to win
the 180th game of his career with
the White Sox in the opener and
then Early Wynn came hack with
four-hit pitching for eight innings

gai

TORNADO RIPS INTO MARYLAND—A baby's play the play pen, were injured as the twister ripped
pen hangs from the torn kitchen of this home in down walls throughout • housing development
Glen Burnie, Md., after a tornado struck with I A twister also hit Ilavenna, Ky., wrecking the
sudden fury. A mother and a child, who was In town's business district and killing one small cut

ONE

ANY 4 SHORT GARMENTS - - $1.88
Shirts, Sport Coats, etc.

"ROUND FOR
KENTUCKY!"

* BOX

On The Square
We Have A Drop Station At Murrpy Wishy Washy - 207 So. 7th St.

WAIT and SEE
INSTANT HEARING
In a few weeks you will see a miracle . . • break through in hearing aid development for
people who could never before hear and urrderstand clearly and naturally under all conditions.

News Service

AMPIIITTIE kTRE
••6

LOUISVILLE
.
JULY 3 - AUGUST 12

Ticket prices 3.00, " .
Ticket
-00,'1.00
and 1000 seats at 50c

Tickets Now On Sale at BALDWIN'S
309 W WALNUT

JU 7 8627
AND ALL SURURBAN TAYLOR DRUG STORES

"ii4-.Pa, • le*

a

FTC.—A slip mralcl carved from waltlis tusks
'BEWARE
and whalebone for President Kennedy and a puppy for Mrs.
Jackie Kennedy are new arrivals at the White House- r fts
frenn Soviet Premier Khrushchev. The ship la a model of a
39th century American whaler. The dog Is an offspring of
Strelka, the Soviet space dog, and is being Introduced iir•re
to Charley, the Kennerlys' Welsh terrier. Her nanie Is
.rushhaka,, which translates to Fleffy. Thrive her real, forMire. paursix.rrt Ia twegnnuul.

l
co)1

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING

Federal State Market

KERMIT , HUNTER
A thrilling music& storr of the founding of our city

STORAGE *

— NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR ONE HOUR SERVICE —

On June 10th. 1854. the first for
mal graduation exercises were hi a.
at the Naval Academy. Classes h.
been gradliate I as earls as 1841.
hut with no formal r.

A new minim! drama by

0

MIX THEM OR MATCH THEM

On June 9th 1928. the USS Lexington began a speed run fr,-n
San Pedra. California4,4o lies
record..
and-S-roke
the distance by compleang thi
run in 72 hours and 34 minntes

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FOR
SlX MORE WEEKS AT 8:30 P.M.

0

Includes: Skirts (plain), Trousers. Jackets, Sweaters, Blouses,
Sport

WHITEWELL, England VI —
Residents ,if Fiddlers Row asked
town id ficials to change the
street', name because "during its
pas! 100 years fiddling has cease.:
ti be a respectable occupation."

I NO SUNDAY PERFORMANCES

SERVICE

Monday thru Thursday Special, June 26-29

PEST

Phone PLaza 3-:391i

HOUR

* DRY CLEANING SPECIALS --A7

HOW-3 THAT?

CONTROL

to win his fifth game of the year Minnesota Twins, 8-4, and the Kanand 289th of his career.
sas City Athletics topped the BosRon Ilansen's 14th inning homer ton Red Sox, 3-2, after a 711loss
broke up the long struggle at Los in other American League games.
Angeles but not until 41 players In the National League, the St.
had seen action. Dick Hall. sev- Louis Cardinals won, 3-1, after losenth of eight Baltimore pitchiirs, ing to the San Francisco Giants,
received credit for his third win 6-4, the Philadelphia Phillies downwhile Ron Kline, lost of the Ang- ed the Pittsburgh Pirates, 4-3, aftels' pitchers, suffered his sixth de- er a 10-5 defeat and the _cjiicago
feat.
Cubs defeated
Milwaukee
the
The New York Yankees beat the Braves, 5-3.

A New Concept In Hearing Aids!

NIURRAY, Ky. Tu. sday, June
20. 1961. Murray Livestock Co.
Receipts: Hogs; 38: Cattle and
Cakes: 411: Sheep: 28:
Hogs: Receipts most!y mixed).
grade butchers. Steady. U.S. No.
1, 2 and 3 barraws arid gilts 216
lb. 516.75; 240 lb. $1623; 290 lb.
$15.00: 170 1!). $16 00; No. 2 and 3
saws 343-595 In. $12 75-13.25.
Cattle and Calves: Receipts
erc.e.,•• slmign'-r steers and
soick sic, rs. All cia.-.4.3. steady.
Standard and Goial 750-950 lb.
slaughter. steers S20.60-21.90; Few
low chic- 52220; Good to low
Choice 650-900 in i-laughter heifers 8211.10 - 22.01i; S'.arirfard and
Good 500-700 n, irks,' slaughter
yearling $211(10-23.75, Utility and
Crimmercial cows $1410- 16.50;
Canner ansi Cutter Sl 1.10-14.81);
If ¶1 Ii 1,y arid Commercial bulls
618.10-19.10: Cutter 816.40-17.10;
Good and Ch)nec 3151-6151 lb. stock
steers 523.25-25,75; Medium $2010
-22.71; Common $15.50 •-• 19.10:
Medium and Goret 600-800 i)•
feeder steer,: 520.80-23.00.
Baby Calves: Around 10 he.c)
fr an $10 00-30.011 per h. -al
Veaiers: M
25-50e
526.71-27.75; Good 511
26.50; Standar d $21.75-24.25.
Sheep: Few o.ad G.. d
t'hoiee 79 lo. i.laughiter
51), u,, I I Good 58 lb.
Liataba

A 12 Transistor Memory Circuit That Works Under The
Principle of An Electronic Computer
•••••••

If you wish to be informed immediately

upon

arrival

of

this

new development in hearing aids
... fill in enclosed information.
Literature will be sent to yuu as
soon as available. We will have
exclusive franchise.

RHODES HEARING AID SERVICE
Dear Mr. Rhodes:
Please send to me full information on your New'
Miracle Hearing De•ice, without obligation, that
will be available soon.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

RHODES
4RINI1 AID SERVILE
333 N. 9th at 9th and Madison
P. 0. Box 613, Paducah, Ky.

FREE

i

neer • . —Hypesiesteeveraw

ii

Come in or write in for an attractive Battery carrying crts.
made to protect batteries from falling loose. To be ge • ii
dway free with the Purchase of one package of batteries.
One pouch to a customer.

1

;

awa•-••••!..

Tat's

0, 1961t

dr
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FAGS TARES

LEDGP:R & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Shriners Elect New Imperial Potentate
YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

•4'77T1,1'

4, and the Kantopped the Boatiter a 7-*loss
League games.
errgue, the St.
i, 3-1, after los'ancisco Giants,
Phillies downPirates, 4-3, aftad the .citicago
he
Milwaukee

NP

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

r

DRUG STORES
Ky. Lake Oil Co. .... PL 3-1323
PL 3-2547

HARDWARE STORES
Douglass fidw., cur. 4th & Main

Jobbers Shell Oil Products

PAINT STORES
Tidwell Paint Store

Starks lidw.

PL 3-1227

ft
Frazee, Melugui & Holton
Gen. Insurance
PL 3-3415

JEWELRY
furches Jewelry

PL 3-2833

LADIES READY TO WEAR
Littletons

PL 3-3080

Most Girls
Career And
Marriage Too

PRINTING
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
Set 10 reNEW YORK
presentative college girls down to
RESTAURANTS
talk of the future and you find
Southeide ReelauraLt
PL 3-4892 that all have designs on careers.
Also designs on men, but more
on that subject after we discuss
SERVICE STATIONS
jobs and their attitudes toward
WaLston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810 them.
"Work makes you a more inTYPEWRITER RENTAL teresting person to others," was
the consensus of the 10 brought
AND SERVICE
to New York under the sponsorship of a women's magazine.
PL 3-1916
Ledger & Times
They listed such requisites as
satisfaction,. happiness, interest,
challenge, and fillfillment ahead of
money in importance in careers.
"You spend one third of your
day at work," said Mary Sterling,
Ledger & Times .... PL 3-1916

INSURANCE

PL 3-4623

4
TV SALES & SERVICE
Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. . PL 3-5151

En —

Have You Read Today's Sports?
•

6.f EDMOND HAMILTON
rr,„n thi Brod ponsaed by Tema Books;0MO by Edmond Sandlinai distributed by Mos radars Rfseeitb
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Services Offered

FOR RENT

Scott Drugs ..

IC

I

Services Offered

FINE BRICK HOME IDEALLY
located. Near college and Carter
DARK FINISH PINEAPPLE DE- School. Available now. For ap- WOULD LIKE TO KEEP CHILD
GO LOOK! NOW'S THE TIME To
sign poster bed. $10.00. PL 3-3147. pointment phone PLaza 3-2649.
in my home while mother works.
tf
j27c Experienced. Call Mrs. Joe Pat spray your elm, formosa, or maple
Thornton, PL 3-1932.
j28nc trees; and shrubs, We also take
ADDING MACHINES
ABLES. 6 or 8 foot SOW AND TEN PIGS CALL
PICNIC
care of your roactes and termites.
OFFICE
SUPPLIES
ID
6-3402
J-28-C
painted,
or
fir,
redwood
lengths,
WILL DO NURSING OR HOUSE Call Kelley's Termite & Pest ConAND TYPEWRITERS
Call
PLaza
unpainted.
stained or
keeping work. Phone PL 3-5560. trol today. Phone PL 3-3914, 100
Sales & Service
Ledger de Times .... PL 3-1916 3-2450 or see just beyond city
J-28-P I So, 13th St.
july13c
jidger & Tunes
PL 3-1916

OIL DISTRIBUTORS

IPPed
rnent
g the
girL

tfnc

limits on Concord Road.

FOR SALE

411,

hastily scrambled into his topCI? ,SPTER 1
?jTUCH LATER. Robert Fair- coat. A raw March wind was
lie was to remember the driving across the airport and
temple act of boardir.g the eve- bad scoured the starry sky
ning 'plane at Loathe etrport clean and glistening. He went
as the moment %:tien ha first into the bright crowded terminbegan to mov 0 tnto a new. al and was starting for his
frightening universe. But at the luggage when a man came up
time, it seemed to him only a to him and held out his hand.
pleasing break in his quiet aca"Mr. Fairlie? I'm Owen Withdemic routine.
ers, representing the SmithsonRight after take-off, he ian."
opened the newspaper he had
Fairlie felt surprised, and
bougi:t In the terminal. He then flattered. "I didn't imagine
spared ceay a glance at the anyone was going to meet me."
front pa;•,:.. with it., headline of
Withers smiled faintly. He
SOVIrlT isCCUSES, U S. OF
was a vaguely dusty-looking
VlOL'T1NG MOON
GRKElittle man of perhaps forty who
MIZIT. I!! was nit meth Inlooked like a small-town lawyer.
terested in that continuing con"You're more Important than
Luvsr. y — toe Pusses:is had
been t:t:•:llcring &Omit 5rstrf- you realize. I'll see to your
tie:17, or other ever stry•e World suitcase. And I have a car."
it-• than
The car was a dark sedan
War rwo e.1(1.3,
twtnty years to. He went and Withers drove it experUy
t eroverb the tract pc.;; -_.: search- away froni the terminal amid
t tie columns.
a herd of taxicabs and against
"Of course." tie thought is hit a cataract of headlights in the
self-consciousli; "there's likely other lane. Presently ne turned
to be nothing about me at all. oft that heavily travelled highway onto a peripnerai bouleBut there might be."
There was. But It was only a vard. They were not going now
paragraph buried opposite the toward the glow of downtown
woman's page. and it misspelled Washington, but Fairlie ashis name. It informed that Doc- sumed that the other was taktor Robert Faricyaerrettesnor of ing n tees ertftgesteel route.- Massachusetts
His assumption was shattered
linguistics at
University and noted authority when Withers said casually,
on Carian Thieroglyphics"—he "Yes, we were lucky enough to
winced at that word—had been get you a ride right out there,
called to %Washington to assist so you won't have to stop over
the Smithsonian Institution In In Washington at all."
Fairlie turned and stared at
a mattcr of philological rehim. "A ride out where?"
search.
"Why, out to New Mexico,'
Not much, Fairlie thought
disapfiointedly. flut a newspa- said Withers. "Where your
per wasn't very important. work will be."
"No one told me that!"
There would be more about it
It was Withers' turn- to look
In the Journal of Philological
btudies. la4en young scholar— surprisedand a little dismayed.
thirty-three was young. in Ms "They didn't? There's another
field—it was a thing that would example of bureaucratic laumbling"
definitely add prestige.
"But why New Mexico?"
He wondered what the seilthsonian had for him to do. They Fairlie asked. "Why does the
had merely written that his Smithsonian want me to go out
work on the Carian inscriptions there?"
Withers made a shrugging
had convinced them tie could
aid them, and would he make movement without taking his
arrangement* for a temporary hands off the wheel. -I don't
substitute and come down and know—I'm just administrative
consult? Ile would, and he had. hired help." Then he added,
Night came and Fairlie put "Here we are."
In the darkness off the road
down the newspaper. The passenger beside him, a middle- was a tar-flung pattern of
aged businessman by the look lights, and a tower with many
of him, nodded down at the lights op it. A high fence of
headline and said, "We ought chain-link closed all this away
to just tell those Reds where from the road, and Withers was
turning into an entrance that
to go."
Fairlie, reluctant to be drawn had a small guardhouse. He
Into an exchange of cliches, stopped, and a serious-faced
young man in uniform came out
said, "Perhaps you're right."
"Sure I'm right," said the and looked at the papers Withother. "Everything that hap- ers handes to hint.
"Okay, you can go right on
pens, they yell warmonger at
us. And now this Gassendi busi- through to the flight unerle
ness. What the hell is it to
Withers drove on through the
them what we do in Gassendi 7"
Ms voice droned on, and pres- gate.
"What is this—an Air Force
ently Fairlie closed his eyes
.
and pretended to doze, until a field?" asked Fairlie.
Withers n o d d e d. "That's
stewardess touched his shoulright.
As
I
said,
we
were
lucky
der and said they were coming
down Into Washington airport. enough to hitch you a ride on
When Fatrlie walked down on AF plane going out there
. the steps from the plane, he tonight."

He drove past a long, low
building and onto the dark tarmac. Fairlie looked around. He
had never been In a military
Installation before and he tound
it confusing. He had siiways
Imagined a great uproar of
planes landing and taking oft,
but It was not like that. There
were the tights stretching far
away in lines, and an occasional small jet dark and silent on
the flight line, and not much
else. He felt upset. Co had ea- I
pected a visit to the InsUtutionl
tomorrow, a qu:ct office, a leisurely discussion with fellow'
scholars. Instead, in the most
offhand fashion, he was to be
pasaeci on te New Mexico,
where probably some problem
in Indian languages was all'
there was. Whatever it was,
Fairlie thought resentfully, they
might have made sure somebody told him. It seemed like
sloppy procedure for a scientific ,
Institution.
Withers stopped the car near
another of the small planes.
Fairlie was vague about air- .
plane types, but this looked like
a (as' jet. There were lights
near it, and a mechanic in a
aererall ewes going away fawn
•
It, wiping his hands.
"This Le it," said Withers,
sT11 take your suitcase."
Faith° stared. "This plane?
But I thought—"
"Get you out there in just a
few hours," Withers assured
him heartily. 'It's an R-404-a reconnaissance job going west
with an empty seat." And as a
man came down out of the
plane, "Ah, here's Captain
Kwoluk. Captain, Mr. Fairlie."
Fairlie felt ar revulsion. This
was one of those crazy tin
skyrockets that went hooting
and screaming across the sky
at insane speeds. He didn't want
to ride a thing like this. lie
mentally damned Withers for
being so helpful about getting
him a ride.
But both Withers and lawolek
seemed to take it all as a matter of course. Probably people
down here in Washington
thought nothing of casually jetting out to New Mexico, or to
Formosa or England, on a
March midnight.
Captain Kwolek, a broad.
faced young man with a button
nose, gave him a hard handshake and an appraising stare
that made Fairlie suddenly
conscious of his own lank, tindynamic appearance. He stifled
the protest he had been about
to make. I-Ps male vanity
wouldn't permit him to look
scared.
"Thanks for giving me a
lift, Captain," said Fairlie, with
what he hoped was a convincingly casual air.
"No trouble," said Kwolek.
"Climb up, will you? I'll take
that case. So long, Mr. Withers.".
(To Do Continued Tomorrow),

I

THREE ROOM FURNISHED APT
in duplex at 1611 Miller, $35.00
per month for couple. Call Zeina
Carter, PL 3-1625.
j27c
a 21-year-old senior from Milwaukee, Wis. "It should be doing
something which you like immensela.." Miss Stehling is an English major at Newton College of
the Sacred Heart, Newton, Mass.,
and plans to enter the publishing
field.
Would Ask
Martha Kostyra, who wants to
be an architect, spoke up, "I would
ask though why a job didn't pay
what I thought it should."
"It seems to me questionable
why a baseball player should earn
more than a scientist." Miss Kostyra, 19, is a sophomore at Barnard College, New York. A native
of 86 Elm Place Nutley, N. J.,
she plans to do graduate study in
art before job hunting.
The 10 came to New York for
two weeks of sight-seeing, meeting celebrities, visiting the mayor, and being photographed in new
campus fashions for the college
issue of Glamour magazine. The
publication each year selects 10
coeds for such a trip on the basis
of scholastic standing, looks and
campus leadership.
All the girls plan marriage as
well as careers—"at least I hope
to get married." said a wistful
voice during an interview with the
10. Several said that working for
a few years before marriage would
give them experience invaluable in
later years, if they had to "fall
back" on a job.
Others disagreed with that attitude toward work. As one coed
put it:
"If you are dedicated to a carreefs it is not something to fall
back on. You just never leave it,
even though you marry.", ,
Most thought marriage and career could be combined happily,
for both parents and children.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Couch
6-8andarsa
tree
It-Period of
time
12-Sea In Asia
13-Bat.ed clay
14-Metal
15-Waterway
it
19-Feudal
estate
21-1/ow-trine
as written
24-War god
27-Note of scale
30-1.ikeness
for
31- Forethought
32-Symbol for
tellurium
38-Growing
out of
39-Flitlaties
40-Teutonic
deity
41-River in
Belgium
43-Afternoon
party
44-Platform
47-Approach
49-Specious
display
52-Cudgels
2,5- Everyone
56-Leak
through
55-Arabian
seaport
59-Itorn
60-Female
sheep (pl.)
61-Greek letter
DOWN
I-Algonquian
Indian
I-Anglo-Saxon
money
2-Flourish of
trumpets
4-Turkish
regiment
9-Neat

4

3

2

1
12

:•,,,

=MOM MAIM
0130 1100013
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UMW 121:10OMMOM
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M100
OD MNAM
MOM
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MEMO Mad
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UMIS Mag05 000
DIRW 0E000
40-King of birds
42-CotnmunIst
44-Reach across
45-Story
46-Comfort
49-rues,rt
dweller
6

• 5
4.

50-Recent
51-I:olf mound
53- Wager
54-Na hour
sheep
57- Postscript
(abbr.)
'• 9 10 11
.
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18
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13
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C,s_
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16 Vd9'117

15
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22 23
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28
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MURRAY LOAN CO.

Tokpbeibe PL 11-11021
SOS W. Alain SU
"YOUR HONE-OWNID LOAN 00."

TAYLOR SEED CO.
East Main Street
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50 'Si Vsas
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Iseturs

825,000
MIAMI, FLA.—Newly elected Imperial Potentate of
Shriner., Marshall M.Porter (left), being presented jewel of office
Potentate, at
by George A. Mattisan, Jr., immediate Past Imperial
Session its
the fraternal organization'. 87th Imperial Council
1876 to
Miami. The new Shrine leader, the third Canadian since
Court
Supreme
bold the group's highest office, is a justice of the
1961-62 affairs
of Canada and a resident of Calgary. Ha will direct
children
of 166 Shrine temples and 17 hospitals for crippled Panama
throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico and the
industrialist.
Canal Zone. Mattison is a Birmingham, Alabama,

Announcing The Opening of

20 ':• . • 21
,'
25 26 4)27

. 19

5,5

1

mar
DSm
NtS13 illm1B0m

6- E,Ig e
7-A state
(abbr.)
11-1.ease
9- Babylonian
hero
10-Ceremony
II -DIllseed
I6-Meadow
15-Strike out
20-Day of the
week
22-Clan
23-Weary
25-Sends forth
26-Glossy fabric
29-Come Into
view
31-A state
(abbr.)
32-Secret
writing
33-Handle
35-Printer's
measure
36-Trespass

-
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,
.53 54

'
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.•. ..

49

:• 61
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(former localion of Miller Seed & Popcorn)

I have leased the R. M. Miller building
on East Main Street and would appreciate your seed cleaning business.

Mired Taylor
PLANCiTS

I'VE JUST BEEN Ni I'VE ALSO READ ABOUT THE
READING ABOUT TRE DECLkE OF HOLM/000,7HE
DECLINE AND GALL
DECLINE OF POPULAR MU5IC,
OF THE ROMAN
THE DECUNE OF FAMILY LIFE...
EMPIRE...

TNE DECLINE OF IMPERIALI5,44,
THE DECLINE OF MORALITY
AND DIE DECLINE OF BOXING...

I'VE AIAJAY5 BEEN
FASCINATED BY FAILUR:

.0
Tdr
ak

On June 1st, 1931, the Navy's
first autogyro was delivered at
Anacostsa, D. C.

4-24

NANCY
by Ernie Bushmiller

1
/7
1181/

--THEY FORGOT TO SEND)
THE INSTRUCTIONS

THAT'S
OUR NEW
STOVE---

WHAT'S GOING
ON IN YOUR
KITCHEN'?
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WE'VE - uRP.r- STUFFED
OURSELVES WITH
MOCKARONI —AND
WE'VE ALL LOST
WEIGAT!!

I'LL GIVE THIS
STEAK TO THAT
SWEET OLD
BUM —

JUST BECAUSE I'M
UNDERPRIVILEGED;
YOU'RE TR"/ING TO
FEED ME THAT
FATTENING MESS!f
sae

g

byAlOspp

TO UNLOAD THEIR )
1
STEAKS ON ME'— I ,'
1
WANT- MOCKARON I.
SAME AS TI-4E NEXT
MAN P.f I GOT RIGHTS!!
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AERIE AN' SLATS
I WARN

)U, DOBBS - EITHER.
300 TELL THE TRUTH OR SUFFER
THE CONSEOUENCES:

by
AN THEN IF YOU DON'T BEHAVE
YOUKSELF, I THINK I'M SUPPOSED
TO- --
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Miss MaryJane Austin Becomes Bride Of
John Ferguson Goode III On Saturday
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The couple is now on an unannounced wedding trip. After
August first they will be at home
at 605 A. University Village. University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri.
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William L Yancey of Alaba
ma
fore that of Davls. Cynics
might suggest
would appear off'band to have
that in shipping Yancey off to
been art unfortunate choice
London. Davis
for commissioner
was using an injudicious mean.
from the newly formed
of getting
Confederate States
rid of a trouble-maker for
of America to Great Britai
him in Rebel
n, in 1861. Yancey
councils. For British public
WS& the virulent leader of
sentiment apthe
peared certain to be distur
the agitatiori in the South extremists in
bed by a proin the Fifties
slavery agitator.
against any degree of compromise
that could
But in May 1861, Davis appear
have stemmed the rise of
ed to have
abolitionist sentimade a good choice. After
ment in the North. He inspir
conferring with
ed "committees
Yancey and the latter's associ
of safety" in the cotton
ate in the misstates to "fire the
• slots to London, Pierre
Southern heart," Le., to genera
A. Rost, Lord John
te pressure
for Sorceful opposition
Ris•aell announced in Parlia
ment that Her
to restrictions on
Majesty's government had decide
slavery. He ma.de a rampa
d to accord
nt tour of the
the Confederate government
North in 1860, urging reject
the status of a
ion of Lincoln
as President and indica
bellige
rent.
This
was a considerable diploting plainly that, the
matic victory for the Rebel
alternative was war.
regime, for it
gained rights under intern
Yancey's name was put forwar
ational law that
d for the
were to be advantageous
presidency of the flecv.zion
throughout the
gosernment beconflict. Without such recogn
ition the war
•
would have been shorter.
Within days after Great Britai
n
had taken the lead in recognizing
the Confederacy as a gover
nment
In being, France and Spain
followed suit.
--Clark Kinnalrd

William L. Yancey and the
seal dev1sed for the Confederate
Department of States nith an
escutcheon quartered by a St.
Andrew's Cross with ten
sears. Translation of motto in
the
ribbon is "No country, no
Lathe:Land, that does not keep faith.
".
In

Buffalo.

Fashionettes

S

FREE

KURFEr PAINT

STARKS HARDWARE

NOTICE
Please notify your NATURAL GAS
SYSTEM, Phone PL 3-5626 if you
property this summer.
If you have already signed for
a line
which has not been run and you
plan to
use natural gas now or during
the coming season, you should notify
your NATURAL GAS SYSTEM, Pho
ne
3-5626 immediately.

Help YOURSELF, your NAT
URAL
GAS SYSTEM, and your CIT
Y by using low cost natural gas. A
goal of 200
new users has been set for
our

1 961 —62

If you have a heating problem,
please
call one of your local gas merc
hants or
your Natural Gas System.
II I
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BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD HAVE NEVER CANCELLED MEMBE
RSHIP BECAUSE OF
HEALTH, AGE, RETIREMENT, OR WHEN A MEMBE
R DEVELOPED A CHRONIC OR
INCURABLE CONDMON.
MORE BENTFITS FOR YOUR DOLLAR!
Mo.'. of Ise lave CrotsillIve Weld wierebeir's debw is availabl
e for core of members because el Is.
,o•e•nood. efficiency, and not•foriprolit eperet•oftb
BLUE CROSS BENEFITS!
the cosi el
is unPiredictstble. Sloe Crass pays fa many betake! sarvicits IN FUlt, for
Itte •ntire
number of days •Ileived
BLUE SHIELD ALLOWANCES!
51.. 51..44 pays your doctor d red otcotdino to C sosisdoa at ollooneeces
.
THE COST IS LOW ...
STANDARD NON•GROUP MENSERSHIP FEES-3 Monttts—asloot•si
FOP FAMILIES' AND INDIVIDUALS
Toady includes Nwsbend,
$5 per day
SI0 per day
•nd all unmarried childfon 30
ROOM ALLOWANCE
ROOM ALLOWANCE
days to 19 years old)
SLUE CROSS
INDIVIDUAL FAMILY INDIVIDUAL FAMILY
$565
$12.55
$8.05
$2005
$2 00 Enrollment Fee For Indioldvals,
aLut CROSS
females, and Impleyee Group,
BLUE SHIELD
(Otbet tonsIl Pions Are Ave,lable)
$29.05
AND IN-HOSPITAL / $10.15 $21.55 $12.55
MEDICAL RIDER
HERE'S HOW YOU MAY APPLY
FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL: If yes ore •
Kentuckian,64e,under, in good booltb end
YOUR FAMILY NEEDS BOTH—MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
realm+ yew not your spouse works svItins
SLUE
CROSS-SLUI SHIELD
Is.,. are more than 10 employees, you linty
I
3101 Illarikt•vun Road
•pply direct. Moil ftits coupon below.
Louisville 5, Kentucky
GROUP: moo Kenti,Kkiens Øn wttor,sb.y
evork If yew .vork where th•••
Meese send tort Infiersisfiein and IS seplicatlen foe Sloe Cress
S
mere persons, •sli your •niployrir ebessrt
Si,.
the advantages of a Slue Cross-Slut Shield
NAME
Ceoutt P•or
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Blif40.1:1111f Si/f1410i

DRY CLEANING
and look at her NOW
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SALE

BLULS
HAL WALLIS
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

P
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GARMENT I./2 PRICE

IT'S DAFFY
ITS A DILLY ''h...
The DoRod:1 Spy:no \
Ceased, Screera

With Similar Garment At Regular Price
(Cash and Carry - Main Plant Only)

U
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SUMMER'S HERE—You can
tell It's summertime in New
F-ngland when acenes like
this show up. The bikiniunclad poser Ls Cecilia
t
t Jeune, at Plunt
Mimed
_
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* FIREWORKS
,i -

JULY

4th
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Boone's Laundry & Cleaners
1 Hour Service
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heating season and we need
you to help
us reach this goal.

UNTIL
somebody told her about
SANITONE

— ENDS TUESDAY

•

PLaza

made a mess of Margie's
summer dress
CLL.

PERSONALS

•

want a gas service line run on your

WASH TUB WILT

,Mti MIL"5110111) ME 7118
PEPMINIE IDSPITIL-StICICIL
PROTEITIO.F

4

SUING UNCLE SAM FOR $2,250,000—Two Americans who
claim they were impnsoned Illegally In Indonesia for two
years discuss their $2,250,000 suit against the U.S. government in San Diego, Calif. They are Wesley Bruce. 25, and
Frank Starr, 43. Their story is that they went to Indonesia
In May 1959 on advic. of an Indonesian military attache in
Washington to settle a $250,000 claim against the Indonesian
government, and that they were imprisoned there. They said
they appealed to the U.S. embassy without success, and
were later tagged as gun runners. Their suit names as codefendants Ambassador Howard P. Jones and William N.
Harben and Donald Raymond Toussant, second secretaries.

t and then to the police.
Richard said he had seen the
• •
woman in the area during recent
Continued frorn Page On•
weeks. But when she asked him
by Unbind erne. Infornetlionol
to go with her for a walk through
Don't spoil the effect of a full
the zoo, Richard told her "I can't skirt
by putting a full jacket over
Schneider said Andy might
never go with strangers."
it. Instead, try a neat, waist-length
have died if only it hadn't
been
Woman Grabs Arm
jacket.
ocial Caliendo.
raining that afternoon, if only
The woman grabbed his arm
the
park had been crowded.
and dragged him with her. She
Sequinned dresses or hats, bril"If there were people in
Monday. June 26th
the told him that if anyone stopped liant evening jewelr
MRS. JOHN FERGUSON GOOD
y or fabrics
park,
we
think
The
American Legion Auxiliary
she might have him, he should smile and
E III
say like metallic brocades are out for
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Amer- chucked him under a bush like "My name is Davy
Miss Maryjane Austin. daughter was edged
Johns
on." daytime wear.
with dulcet satin. She ican Legion Hall.
of the Reverend and Mrs Orval
An installation the other kids," Schneider said.
Richard cried out fur his mothcarried a cascade bouquet of white service for
Tentatively, police described the er. She was
the new officers will
Henry Austin of 855 Shackarnaxon butter
washi
ng and didn't
The genuine sack — burlap —
fly ruses. The bride was be held and
all members are urged murderer ,as in her mid -thirties, hear him.
Drive, Westfield, New Jersey and given
is bidding for attention in the
in marriage by her father. to be present.
Hostesses will be five-foot-six to five-foot-eight
Dragging Richard along, the male fashio
Wurtsboro. New York became the
n world. The fabric's
with dark stringy hair. They
bnde of John Ferguson Goode. III.
said woman threatened to throw him used in spring
Her sister. Miss Nancylee Aus- Mrs. Claude Anderson and Mrs.
and summer sport
she
was
Macon
wearin
Erwin
g
a
.
white
son of John Ferguson Goode. Jr. of tin, was the maid of honor, wearblouse in the lake if he didn't behave. coats.
with
a
•
•
•
full
•
skirt
and
had on a Richard sucked in his breath to
Glenview. Illinois and the late ing a floor length dress of
peribeige raincoat. She wore
Tuesday. June 27th
lone Ford Goode, on Saturday. winkle blue nylon sheer, with
flat keep from crying.
a
brown
shoes
The
and
Eva
was hatless.
Wall circle of the
When they got to the railroad
June twenty-fourth a: half after front panel islet embroidery. She
Andy'
s
W.MS
father
.
of the Memorial Baptist
was the first to tracks, the woman took off Richfour o'clock.
wore a circular veil to match held
be
told
Sunda
Churc
y afternoon that a ard's outer clothes and shoes,
h will Meet at the home of
The ceremony took place in the :n place by a crown and bow of
and
Mrs. Everett Nanney at 2:30 p.m. National Guardsman hallo found told him they were going
Presbyterian church with Freder- silk maline. Her flowers were purto play
the
body.
•
• ••
He
took
his
wife
"cowb
into
oys
ple
and
Indian
larksp
s."
ur and tun mums carriThen she
ick E. Christian. D.D. officiating.
The June McNeely Circle of the a bedroom of their small base- left him, with the plastic
The organ recital proceeding the ed in a white basket.
bag
WMS of the Memorial Baptist ment apartment, and gently told over his head.
ceremony was with the Dr. George
her.
The bridesmaids wore similar Church will meet at the home
Little
Susan also told the
of
Volkel at the organ. with Louise
-Who killed my baby?"
dresses of ankle length and pic- Mrs. Elmer Sholar at 9:30 a in.
she strange woman she wasn't supMandell, contralto and Maurice
screamed. "Who killed my baby!' posed
ture hats of horsehair Lace with
••••
to go anywhere with strang"
Mandell, bass as the soloists.
IF WE FORGET TO
silk bows of maline. They carried
Murray Star chapter No. 433 ' Later, she said "I hope who- ers. And again, the woman
grabA reception and a wedding supwhite ...baskets of purple, pink and Order of the Eastern Star will ever did this to my son can be bed the child
SHAKE YOUR PAINT
by the•arm and led
per in the Parish House followed white
Mixed flowers. Bridesmaids hold its regular meeting at gise found soon, so that no other fam- her to the railroad tracks
YOU GET IT FREE:
.
the wedding.
ily- will have to suffer a tragedy
were Miss Laura McCord. Mexico, Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
She tied Susan's hands and feet
like this."
• •• •
The bride wore a floor length Missouri—Miss Mary Linn Crowe
with the little girl's shoestrings,
Mayor Makes Appeal
gown of silk organza fashioned and Miss Maureen Christian both
Wednesday. June 211th
stuffed the girl's stockings into
Mayor
of
Westfield.
Frank A. Sedita appeal- her mouth, and left
The Calloway County Country
with a scalloped neckline and a
her. Susan
12th & Poplar
Club Ladies Day luncheon will be ed to parents not to let their struggled free and was
chapel train tnrnmed in dulcet
home about
Andrea Thomas as flower girl served
at noon. Mrs. Freed Cotham children out of their sight "until an hour and a half later.
satin. A swiss lace rose motif wore
a floor lenkth dress of white is chair
man of the hostess com- we apprehend the person respongraced the skirl A crown af pearls embro
-Sue is so friendly." said her
idered organdy trimmed in mittee
. For bridge reservations call sible for this horrible crime."
held her circular elbow -length veil soft
mother. Mrs. John Benedict. "But
green dulcet satin. She car- , either
Only the day before Andy dis- we keep
Mrs. Don Robinson or Mrs.
of imported French illusion which ned
a pretty close eye on her
a small white basket of mixed
appeared, 5-year-old Richard Ed- now
Matt Sparkman.
gington, whose home is only a
few blocks away, was kidnap
Dapper boys this fall will wear
ed,
partially undressed, bound, gagged outfit
s with continental markings
and tet — possibly to die — near
— belted jackets, blazers, short
railroad tracks with a plastic bag pants. eton
caps_
over his head.
Richard managed to free himself within about four hours.
His
frantic mother then received a
phone call from another v..oman
Mrs, Era Slaughster of 904 Vine
who spotted the boy walkin
g left Sunday for Detroit. Michigan
aCrOKS the street in his underwear
for an extended visit with her
and had hustled him indoors.
On April 23. Susan Benedict, sister, Mrs. Opal Halley of Dearalso 5, had been lured away in born and will, also visit with her
tl'same fashion, bound in the niece. Mrs. Jim Dunbar and famsame manner, and left to struggle ily of Garden City, Michigan.
free near the railroad tracks. Susan freed herself within a matter
s 5 %%%%%%%%%%
,
of minutes.
''. \
.T
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Both children told chillingly
= /::'.
similar stories to their parents—
URIVE•IN THEATRE
Open
6:30 - Start
7:30
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The War for the Union 1861-65 in
Pictures

flowers.
Best ma was Ronald Westssarn
of Glenn Vllyn. Illinois. The ushers were onald Stitt, Middletown,
Ohio — Sava Onami. New York
City — David Christian. Westfield.
The bride's mother wore an apple green siilioarganza sheath. Her
hat and accessories were in a
matching shade. She wore a spray
of small green orchids.
The mother of the groom wore
a powder blue sheath of silk organza, white accessories and a
spray of white orchids.

Showers for the bride were given by Miss Laura !McCord, Sibley
Hall, St. Charles, Missouri — Mrs.
C. E. Thomas, Westfield — Mrs.
Clarence Dahlquist and Mrs. John
Goode. Jr., Glenview, Illinois —
Mrs. J. R. Greisser. Westfield —
Misses Maureen Christian and
Mary Linn Crowe, Westfield —
and a -His and Her" shower by
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mandell,
Plainfield, New Jersey.
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The rehearsal dinner was at the
Echo Lake Country Club given by
the groom's parents.
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